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Achieved milestones

 Improvement of the assimilation of GPS RO observations into
NCEP’s Global Data Assimilation System
– Forward operator
– Quality control procedures
– Observation error characterization

 Adding COSMIC into NCEP’s regional system: preliminary results
(Y-C Shen, CWB)

 Role of COSMIC in alleviating ‘dropout’ cases (ongoing)
 Evaluation of additional GPS RO missions: MetOp/GRAS,

GRACE-A, SAC-C, and TSX (ongoing)
 Evaluation of ‘new’ processing of the COSMIC data – implications

on possible biases associated to the aircraft data
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Background (1)

 UCAR/CDAAC fixed some bugs and improved the processing of the COSMIC
observations (~ 6 months ago)

 The changes modified the statistics of the data
– Removed positive bias in BA and N at ~ 10-40 km (up to ~ 0.2%)
– Removed positive bias in BA and N below ~ 6 km (up to ~ 1% in TR)
– Slightly increased N (~ 0.2% in LT)

 The statistics of the “new” COSMIC data was more consistent with other GPS
RO missions (eg. MetOp/GRAS) – so the changes were in the right direction.

 A parallel run with the new processing showed a change in the temperature bias
structure of our analysis and forecasts (but no impact on AC scores or other
variables)

 The new processing replaced the old processing operationally on Oct 12 00UTC
2009
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Background (2)

Experiments:
old (ops) COSMIC with aircraft
new COSMIC w/o aircraft 

RS-FG (dashed)
RS-ANAL (cont)NH

TR

HS
by S. Healy (ECMWF)

•The differences between the experiments
were attributed to the aircraft data

•Aircraft data was introducing a (warm)
bias in the analysis, mostly in MUT and
LS.

•ECMWF is planning to bias-correct
aircraft data in its assimilation system 4
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Motivation

1. Is the impact of aircraft data really that large?
2. Was the aircraft data the cause of the observed changes in the bias
structure of our analysis and forecasts, when using the new COSMIC
data?
3. Experiments  (Nov-Dec 2008):
 prcnt: Old (ops) COSMIC with aircraft temperature data
 prcnc2: New COSMIC with aircraft temperature data
 prcnc3: New COSMIC w/o aircraft temperature data (ACARS,

AIREPS, AMDAR)
– motivated by “Systematic Differences in Aircraft and Radiosonde

temperatures” by B. A. Ballish and V Krishna Kumar, BAMS, Nov 2008.
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prcnt vs prcnc3 (~ ECMWF plots)

CONT: prcnt (old COSMIC with aircraft)
DASHED: prcnc3 (new COSMIC w/o aircraft)

Results similar to
ECMWF
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However …

 This comparison (prcnt vs prcnc3) assumes that the new
processing of COSMIC does not change the structure of the bias in
temperature (so the changes are due to aircraft data only)

.. Is this true?
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Old vs New COSMIC data
CONT: prcnt (old COSMIC with
aircraft)
DASHED: prcnc3 (new COSMIC w/o
aircraft)

CONT: prcnt (old COSMIC with
aircraft)
DASHED: prcnc2 (new COSMIC with
aircraft)

The temperature bias is sensitive
to the new COSMIC data

Aircraft data is not the only cause 
of the change in temperature bias
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Net effect of removing aircraft data

CONT: prcnc2 (new COSMIC with aircraft)
DASHED: prcnc3 (new COSMIC w/o aircraft)
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Lower stratosphere (NH)
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Lower troposphere (NH)
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Temperature from GPS RO (1)
 At microwave wavelengths (GPS), the dependence of N on atmospheric

variables can be expressed as:

! 

N = 77.6
P

T
+ 3.73"10

5 Pw

T
2

Hydrostatic balance
P is the total pressure (mb)
T is the temperature (K)

Moisture
Pw is the water vapor 
pressure (mb)–  important in the troposphere for

T> 240K
– can contribute up to 30% of the

total N in the tropical LT.
– can dominate the bending in the

LT.
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 Where the contribution of the water vapor to the refractivity can be neglected
(T< 240K) the expression for N gets reduced to pure density (and P=Pd),

 + equation of state:

 + hydrostatic equilibrium

 Given a boundary condition (eg. P=0 at 150 km), one can derive
– Profiles of pressure
– Profiles of temperature (from pressure and density)
– Profiles of geopotential heights from the geometric heights (RO provides

independent values of pressure and height).

! 

N(z) = 77.6
P(z)

T(z)

! 

"(z) =
N(z)m

77.6R

! 

"P

"z
= #g(z)$(z)

with   m=mean molecular mass of dry air
          R=gas constant
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Temperature from GPS RO (2)



GPS RO ‘sees’ the bias in LS

Refractivity     1dvar temperature

(GPSRO-FG)/error

Model too warm
GPSRO weighted with GFS
1dvar temp (model) too warm

Courtesy of D. Hunt
(UCAR)NH

NH
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GPS RO is a ‘thermometer’

GPS RO temperature

Good agreement

not physical temperature
 (N ~ T & q) 

  physical temperature (N~T)

Courtesy of D. Hunt
(UCAR)NH
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    Conclusions
 Aircraft data does not cause the differences in statistics (temperature bias) in GFS analyses

and forecasts seen with the new processing of COSMIC
 The changes in statistics when aircraft data is removed are in the same direction as the

changes in statistics introduced with the new COSMIC data
 The (negative) impact of aircraft temperature data is significant, but less than what has

been advertised
 A warm bias in the MUT and LS in the GFS analyses and forecasts (up to ~ 0.4 K) is

introduced globally with the assimilation of aircraft data (mostly in NH). In North
America, the bias extends to the entire vertical depth of the atmosphere.

 GPS RO observations can be used along with RS to spin up the bias correction of aircraft
temperature data above MUT

– Global coverage (land and ocean)
– High accuracy & precision
– No  need for radiation correction

 The ambiguity between temperature and moisture in the LT, inherent to the GPS RO data,
does not allow to directly retrieve the temperature. Additional information on moisture is
needed

 The results presented in this study have not distinguished between aircraft specifications
(phase of flight, aircraft type, ..). These should be considered and analyzed in future work
on aircraft bias correction 16


